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23rd October 2019
Dear Parents and Carers,
Author Visit from Emma Carroll at Court Lane Junior Academy
Friday 22nd November 2019
On Friday 22nd November your child will have the opportunity to meet children's author Emma
Carroll. Emma is the author of many books set in various historical periods including 'Letters from the
Lighthouse' and 'Secrets of a Sun King', which are very popular with children.
There will be an opportunity for your child to have a book signed by Emma on the day if you wish. The
Hayling Island Book Shop will be located in the school on the day selling Emma's books at a discounted
price of £6.00. Below is a list of the titles we hope to have available, subject to publisher's stock.
We look forward to Emma’s visit and are sure the children will welcome the experience to listen and
meet with this well-known author.
Yours sincerely

Mr G Barratt
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The Somerset Tsunami
When Fortune Sharpe carves a boat from a tree with her brother, she's only having a
bit of fun. But now is not the time for a girl to be drawing attention to herself. She is
sent away to find work dressed as a boy. Luckily a rich manor house is hiring.
A thrilling tale of disguise, dangerous secrets and disappearing seas.
When We Were Warriors
Three children living during World War Two deal with mysteries and adventure
amidst the air raids and rationing.
Three thrilling stories about three different children, who find adventure, courage,
untrainable dogs and an impossibly tall American GI where they least expect it.
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Secrets of a Sun King
When Lilian finds a parcel on her granddad's doorstep, she is shocked to see who sent
it: a famous Egyptologist, found dead that very morning!
Lil and her friends must embark on an incredible journey - to return the package to its
resting place, to protect those they love, and to break the deadly pharaoh's curse.

Letters From the Lighthouse
Olive and her brother are evacuated to the Devon coast to live with the local
lighthouse keeper. Olive becomes his post-girl, carrying letters to the villagers.
Then she finds a strange coded note which seems to link her missing sister Sukie to
Devon, and to something dark and impossibly dangerous.

Frost Hollow Hall
Tilly is saved from the frozen lake by Kit Barrington's ghost. He needs Tilly to solve the
mystery of his death, so that his spirit can rest in peace. In order to discover all she
can, Tilly gets work as a maid at Frost Hollow Hall. But the place makes her flesh
crawl. It's all about the dead here, she's told, and in the heart of the house she soon
discovers all manner of dark secrets...
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